Quotations are invited from the relevant Govt. Contractor for renovation work at 17, Bidhan Sarani Campus of Vidyasagar College (damp proofing, casting, repairing, plaster of inside area of the building excluding the 3rd floor, Cine Club & Boundary wall).

You are requested to quote for the required works (approx area mentioned) separately mentioning the serial number specified as follows:-

(i) Roof/ Lintel: Deplastering the damage portion, rubbing & cleaning of rusted portion with sikarust remover and rust off. Casting / Dhalai of deplastered portion with ¾ stone chip + sand + cement (upto 55 mm. thickness) (Approx. area: 700 sq. ft.)

(ii) Ceiling/Wall: Deplastering, rubbing and cleaning of the damaged portion. Plastering (upto 20 mm. thickness) must be done after one coat sika latex and plastocreat super treatment. Plastering to be made using plastocreat mixture with sand & cement. (Approx. area: 4750 sq. ft.).

(iii) 4” Casting & net Cement polish: Casting with be done using 8 mm iron bar (Rod) + ¾ stone chip + sand + cement). (Approx. area: 300 sq. ft.)

(iv) Deplastering & Plastering: Deplastering and normal plastering of inside and outside walls. Please quote the rate of roof plastering separately if charges are separate. (Approx. area: 300 sq. ft.)

(v) 3” RCC Casting, net Cement polish, 10 height pipe structure along with TATA CGI Coated sheet fittings (Approx. area: 30’ X 12’ = 360 sq. ft.).

(vi) Painting: cine club inside new surface touch-up putty, one coat exterior and interior primer for outer and inner side respectively and two coat APEX painting. (Approx. area: 300 sq. ft.).

(vii) Painting: Painting of boundary wall along with cleaning of the surface, exterior primer and APEX painting (Asian paints Exterior Emulsion). (Approx. area: 4000 sq. ft.).

Govt. Contractors are requested to the tender for the above purpose shall be addressed to the Principal, Vidyasagar College, 39 Sankar Ghosh Lane, Kolkata - 700006 in the drop box and last date submission is 23rd September before 3pm.